
UH Hilo Graduate Council  

Minutes 9 Sept, 2016 

Location:  new CoBE 212 

Attending: Scott Saft, Mary Louise haraguchi, Tam Vu, Shelby Wong, Chelsea Kay-Wong, 

Michele Ebersole, Summer Danner, Bryan Kim, Alice Davis, Becky Ostertag, Māhealani 

Jones 

Ex Officio: Ghee Tan 

Visiting: Seri Luangphinith, Sherrie Padilla, Paula Zeszotarski 

I. Meeting called to order at 2:03pm 

II. Agenda items 

1. Seri and Paula: WASC issue relating to the Interim Report and assessment of 

standards.  Heritage Management is the first graduate program to plan 

standards for assessment of written communication/information literacy of 

graduate students.  Eventually all graduate programs will need to create their 

assessment plans.  There is need for a difference in standards from 

undergraduate programs.  Discussion:  we need a comprehensive approach 

that aligns undergraduate with graduate program expectations, shared and 

expanded student learning outcomes.  What would universal graduate level 

outcomes/performance look like? Heritage Management plan contains the 

right ideas but was originally not well expressed.  Rubrics and data have 

been corrected and are ok now, though the comment as to our lack of 

addressing this issue adequately remains on our WASC report.  Suggested 

Lumina Degree as a matrix we may want to use or adapt.  GC is tasked with 

listing broad graduate Student Learning Outcomes.  From the WASC report:  

“The institution should strengthen its assessment framework with a clear, 

detailed and systematic instituional data collection plan including direct and 

indirect measures of student learning....”  GC is tasked with addressing tiems 

1 and 2 from the WASC report (shared by Seri) by the end of the Fall 

semester.  Report attached as submitted by Seri. 

2. Sherrie: problem with financial aid regulations and confirming academic 

progress when students enroll in thesis courses, which receive NG until the 

final thesis/dissertation is completed, and in Alpha 500 courses.  Neither NG 

nor this “placeholder” course has grades and therefore academic progress 

cannot be verified.  A subcommittee (Chelsea, Māhealani) will look at our 

policies to see how we can manage these enrollment issues and help FA to 

comply with federal regulations. 

3. Bryan: update on MA in Counseling Psychology.  Last spring the program was 

told it could not accept a new class in 2017 unless it had at least 14 students.  

The program took in 12 students, but was allowed to enroll them.  No 



students would be accepted for 2017.  Bryan reports that his program faculty 

have come up with some strategies and hope to convince the VCAA to allow 

new students to apply and enroll in 2017.  One idea is that the program will 

be offered as a hybrid, with some classes in person and some via other 

means, such as interactive TV.  He expects to meet with admin in 3 weeks and 

will be able to share the results of the meeting with us then. 

4. Bryan and Māhealani: question about graduate students receiving Credit by 

Institutional Exam.  Discussion ensued regarding pros and cons.  A quick look 

at Mānoaʻs policy regarding CIE, and they do not permit CIE for graduate 

students.  A proposal was suggested to permit CIE at UH Hilo, and a vote was 

taken: Yes=5, No=6; the proposal did not pass.  An appeal process needs to be 

developed that covers all issues, not just this one.  Scott and Māhealani 

agreed to meet the following week to draft an appeal police and send it to GC 

members for a vote. 

5. Chelsea: all graduate level forms go through the Graduate Division office 

(Māhealani) before Records will accept them.  Māhealani is responsible for 

getting final signatures (GC chair and VCAA when noted) and submitting 

them to the Records office.  Please be sure that all blanks are filled out.  Some 

she sees are missing number of credits or alpha, and the office will not 

process them if incomplete.  She asks that no program give students 

“overrides” to classes.  They must first be accepted into the programs and 

submit any pertinent forms to be enrolled.  For unclassified students taking 

graduate level courses, please use the Unclassified form.  Question about 

transfer of classes into programs: Māhealani said itʻs ok to use the Waiver 

form; a separate transfer form is not needed.  Please let any student who is a 

veteran know that the Records office has honor cords for use at graduation. 

6. Introduction of Summer Danner, graduate student representative to the rest 

of the GC members. 

III. Approval of Minutes from the May meeing are postponed until the October 

meeting. 

IV. Meeting adjourned at 3:30. 

 

Submitted by M. Jones 

 


